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illustrAtions

 1.1 Marble figurine of a Woman 18
 2.1 (Patient) First drawing of the patient: her eyes are flooded by green 37
 2.2 (therapist): progressive mirror reply 37
 2.3 (patient): the ufo: the starship whose deafening noise  

terrified Anna 38
 2.4 (patient): the “bad ufos” who wanted to destroy the earth 39
 2.5 (therapist): progressive mirror reply 39
 2.6 (Therapist): (detail of previous figure) The aliens are 

exchanging thoughts (dots) through the antennae 40
 2.7 (patient): the pair of plants 41
 2.8 (therapist): therapist’s progressive mirror drawing: a stem 

of the left fruitful plant stretches and embraces the leaf of the 
right stripped plant 42

 2.9 (Therapist): Detail of previous figure 43
 2.10 (patient): the good grey cats 43
 2.11 (therapist): Write on the paper: the good mother, the child 

waiting for the milk 44
 2.12 (patient): A pair of rabbits with human faces in which the one 

kneeling seems to ask for support from the other 44
 2.13 (therapist): progressive mirror reply 45
 2.14 (patient): pollino, a transitional subject made up of parts of 

the patient and the therapist 45
 2.15 (Patient): The first of Anna’s self-representations 46
 2.16 (Patient): The fiancée! 47
 2.17 (therapist): The gift of the flower 47
 2.18 (Therapist and Patient): T: I brought you these flowers as a 

gift, Melina P: Thank you for the flowers, Pine 48
 2.19 Detail of the previous drawing: the ‘in-florazione’ 48
 2.20 (patient): My eyes are open and clean 49
 2.21 (patient): the kiss 50
 2.22 (patient): the wedding 51
 2.23 (patient): The first night 51
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 2.24 (patient): pregnancy 52
 2.25 (patient): salvatore 52
 2.26 (patient): salvatore, is the milk sweet or bitter? 53
 2.27 (patient): Mum give me the milk that comes out of your 

breast: i’m sure it’s very beautiful 54
 2.28 (patient): deformation of the face caused by the introjection 

of the monstrous face of the abuser 56
 2.29 60
 2.30 61
 2.31 63
 3.1 group member painting in a group session 71
 3.2 Mountains 79
 3.3 sensuality and strength 80
 3.4 giving form to anger 81
 7.1 the three-headed girl (Modelling clay, 12 cm × 10 cm × 8 cm) 154
 7.2 the three-headed girl (Modelling clay, 12 cm × 10 cm × 8 cm) 162
 7.3 the prosecutor general (soft pastels, 72 cm × 44 cm) 164
 7.4 playing Music and the prosecutor general (soft pastels,  

72 cm × 104 cm) 165
 7.5 the Map (therapist’s copy of kuura’s original painting) 

Poster paints, 52 cm × 72 cm 167
 7.6 The Taped Map (Collage, 32 cm × 99 cm) 169
 7.7 the taped Map (back) (Collage, 32 cm × 99 cm) 169
 7.8 The Girl with the Masks (Soft pastels, 104 cm × 72 cm) 172
 8.1 Anger eliminated; controlling Bio-chemistry 188
 8.2 the three curses lifted by the immortal keys 189
 8.3 curse of the devil 190
 8.4 saving the earth 192
 8.5 renewed heaven and saving the earth 193
 8.6 oracle of god 194
 8.7 oracles of god (poster) 195




